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ABSTRACT
Controlling and limiting the peak runtime temperature of
a microprocessor has the potential to reduce chip leakage
power consumption, improve chip reliability, reduce provi-
sioned cooling, and reduce operational costs. Previously, the
technique of core hopping has been proposed as one method
to reduce peak runtime temperature. However, there is
no study that shows core hopping is beneficial for mod-
ern many-core microprocessors found in high-end servers.
This paper thoroughly examines heat spreading in the 8-core
POWER7 microprocessor which provides 5 temperature sen-
sors per core. We find that the POWER7 heatsink has excel-
lent heat spreading capabilities which negates the benefits
of core hopping. We conclude that high-performance servers
with similar thermal solutions will also not see benefit from
core-hopping methods.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [PERFORMANCE OF SYSTEMS]: [Design stud-
ies; Reliability, availability, and serviceability]

General Terms
Measurement

Keywords
POWER7, measurement, chip temperature, core hopping

1. INTRODUCTION
Controlling and limiting the peak runtime temperature of

a microprocessor has the potential to reduce chip leakage
power consumption, improve chip reliability, reduce provi-
sioned cooling, and reduce operational costs. To this end,
various techniques to reduce peak runtime temperature have
been developed in many fields including computer architec-
ture and system software[1, 5, 7, 9, 18]. However, there is no
study that provides a thorough analysis of these techniques
on modern many-core microprocessors. This is because it is
difficult to monitor chip temperature with sufficient resolu-
tion in time and space on most microprocessors.

The POWER7 microprocessor has a compelling advantage
in real-time monitoring of chip temperature. The POWER7
contains 5 DTSs (Digital Thermal Sensors) in each core
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chiplet and they can be read out in 32 milliseconds inter-
vals by external measurement software. This specification
corresponds to quintuple space resolution and triple time
resolution of a Core i7 microprocessor[5]. This provides
a high-resolution observation capability for understanding
temperature behavior within the microprocessor.

This paper reports a thorough analysis of the runtime
temperature on a POWER7 microprocessor. POWER7 is
one of the major many-core microprocessors in modern high-
end servers, in which power consumption and required pro-
visioned cooling are a key issue. Therefore, it is a good can-
didate for examining the impact of temperature reduction
techniques on a real machine. This paper focuses on core
hopping[3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17], which is one software
technique to reduce peak runtime temperature on many-
core microprocessors. By using POWER7, we uncover the
impact of core hopping on a modern many-core micropro-
cessor.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.

• In contrast to the existing studies[3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14,
15, 17], core hopping is not beneficial for the POWER7
microprocessor. This is because the POWER7 heatsink
has excellent heat spreading capabilities.

• We observe unexpected thermal noise in the measured
system. The impact of this noise on chip temperature
is large enough to cancel the benefit of core hopping.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First of all,
we give a brief introduction about POWER7 microproces-
sors and core-hoping in Section 2 and 3, respectively. Next,
Section 4 describes our methodology of temperature exper-
iment in detail. We present the experimental result in Sec-
tion 5, and then conclude this work in Section 6.

2. POWER7
IBM released POWER7 microprocessors for high-end servers

in 2010 using 45nm technology. A POWER7 microproces-
sor has up to 8 cores, with each core capable of running
four threads (i.e. 4-thread SMT)[16]. A core employs 32KB
private L1 and 256KB private L2 caches. In contrast, all
cores share a 32MB L3 cache. Usually, a POWER7 micro-
processor can use 3.0-4.14 GHz for CPU clock frequency,
which is dynamically changed by a power manager called
EnergyScale[2].

A POWER7 microprocessor contains 44 DTSs[6]. There
are 5 DTSs per core chiplet, so that 40 DTSs are within
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Figure 1: Physical location of digital thermal sensors
in a POWER7 microprocessor (left: floorplan of a
core chiplet, right: floorplan of a POWER7 die)

core chiplets in total. The remaining DTSs are located in
the memory controllers and interconnect logic.

The physical location of the 5 DTSs in a core chiplet is
illustrated in Figure 1. Five sensors (S0, S1, S2, S3 and S4)
are placed on IFU (Instruction Fetch Unit); ISU (Instruction
Sequencing Unit); FPU+VSU (a combined floating point
unit with vector-scalar extensions); LSU (Load Store Unit);
and the boundary between an L2 cache and a slice of an
L3 cache, respectively. Each sensor has the capability of
monitoring temperature every 32 milliseconds. Its resolution
is one degree Celsius.

In addition to chip temperature, the POWER7 chip mea-
sures instruction throughput and the POWER7 system mea-
sures the power consumption of major subsystems. All of
them can be monitored through an IBM in-house monitoring
tool, which is described in Section 4.

3. CORE HOPPING
To the best of our knowledge, core hopping was first intro-

duced by Intel in 2002[4]. Thereafter, a lot of studies about
core hopping have been carried out[3, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17].

Core hopping is a software technique to reduce the peak
runtime temperature on a multi-core processor. Figure 2 de-
picts the temperature characteristics of cores without/with
core hopping. When the number of running tasks is fewer
than the number of cores, some cores are active but the
others are idle. Meanwhile, stable temperature is different
between active and idle cores: active cores stabilize their
temperature at a high level (Tactive), while idle cores sta-
bilize their temperature at a low level (Tidle). Core tem-
perature slowly transfers from one level to another, so by
frequently moving applications from a core to another, a
multi-core processor can prevent active cores from reaching
their stable temperature (see Figure 2 (b)). In this manner,
core hopping reduces the peak runtime temperature of the
multi-core processor.

There are various studies about core hopping. Srinivasan
et al. evaluated core hopping for multi-media applications[17].
Kursun et al. proposed a technique to reduce the overhead of
core-swapping[11]. This technique was further improved by
Shayesteh et al[15]. Lingampalli et al. analyzed the impact
of core hopping with a numerical methodology[12]. Raghu
et al. examined core hopping on many-core microproces-
sors[14]. However, all of them use microprocessor simulators
and thermal models for the evaluation. They did not show
the impact of core hopping on real machines.
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Figure 2: Temperature behavior of cores (top: with-
out core hopping, bottom: with core hopping)

A few papers present the effect of core hopping on a real
machine. Choi et al. developed a prototype Linux scheduler
doing core hopping, and then evaluated it on a modified
POWER5 system[3]. They report that core hopping on the
POWER5 system can reduce peak runtime temperature up
to 5.5 ◦C in exchange for 0.1% of performance degradation.
Using a similar platform, Kursun et al. present a variation-
aware core-hopping method which is more effective[10].

However, the POWER5 system is quite different from
modern high-end servers. In contrast to POWER5 sys-
tems, microprocessors in modern high-end servers contain
many cores, use high CPU frequency, adopt complex mi-
croarchitecture, and use advanced process rules. These fea-
tures would greatly impact on chip temperature under core
hopping, but there is no study that shows core hopping is
beneficial even for modern many-core microprocessors.

Moreover, in the POWER5 system used in existing stud-
ies, the metal heat sink was replaced with a liquid heat
sink[3, 10]. This is for the purpose of monitoring on-chip
temperature, but it harms the heat spreading capabilities
of the microprocessor. As previously mentioned, POWER7
microprocessors have a large number of DTSs which allows
for monitoring chip temperature without any modification
of the original cooling system.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We used a Power 710 Express system for the experiment.

The system configuration is summarized in Table 1. Our
system has one POWER7 microprocessor, which contains 8
cores. The CPU frequency is typically 3.55 GHz, but it can
be automatically changed by EnergyScale. To avoid chang-

Table 1: Configuration of the experimental system

Name Remarks
CPU POWER7
# of CPUs 1
# of cores 8
CPU frequency 3.55 GHz
Memory 16GB DDR3-1066
OS AIX 7.1



ing CPU frequency unexpectedly, we turned off EnergyScale
in our experiment (i.e. disabled Power Saver mode). The
OS is AIX 7.1.

AMESTER (IBM Automated Measurement of Systems
for Temperature and Energy Reporting software) v5.38 was
used for monitoring the temperature on a POWER7 mi-
croprocessor. AMESTER is an IBM in-house software to
monitor and control IBM servers. While an application pro-
gram is running, AMESTER can read out the value of each
DTS every 32 milliseconds, and then record it into an inter-
nal buffer in a service processor. Then, AMESTER pulls all
data from the buffer to a host machine after the application
finishes. In this manner, AMESTER realizes high time res-
olution for DTS measurement. AMESTER operates in an
out-of-band manner by communicating with the service pro-
cessor and does not affect operation of the operating system
or application on the POWER7 processor.

AMESTER can monitor not only chip temperature but
also the other system states such as power, voltage, fre-
quency, ambient temperature, IPS (Instructions Per Second)
and fan speed. These are the key factors to characterize the
runtime temperature on a microprocessor chip, so we mon-
itor them in addition to chip temperature.

Using AMESTER, we first uncovered the basic nature
of the chip temperature on the POWER7 microprocessor.
More specifically, we examined the impact of the following
items on chip temperature, which is helpful for understand-
ing the effect of core hopping.

• the number of stressed cores

• location of the stressed core

• a type of application

Then, we evaluated core hopping itself.
Two synthetic applications were used for the experiment.

One is a heavily CPU-intensive application, which computes
200M times of SAXPY (i.e. Y = A×X +Y for single preci-
sion floating point) for a 4KB array. We name this applica-
tion as Wcpu. The other is a memory-intensive application,
which computes 100K times of SAXPY that almost all load
instructions for X and Y arrays cause L3 cache misses. This
application is named as Wmem. Both applications were com-
piled by XL C/C++ v12.1 with -O2 option.

Each application was scheduled to run simultaneously on
all 4 hardware threads in each active core. That is, four
processes were created by copying the application, and then
mapped into the target core. Such heavy stress on the core
enables us to easily analyze the thermal behavior of the core.
We used bindprocessor command or bindprocessor API for
mapping a process into a core.

In addition to the synthetic applications, we evaluated
core hopping for two real applications from SPEC CPU
2006 benchmark suit. One is 456.hmmer which is one of
the CPU-intensive applications, and the other is 429.mcf
which is one of the memory-intensive applications. Both
applications were compiled by XL C/C++ with -O5 op-
tion, and then ran on one hardware thread. The ref data
was inputted.

To produce identical initial conditions for all experiments,
we inserted a cool down period between temperature exper-
iments. We started a new temperature experiment after at
least 3 minutes passed from the previous experiment.

All experiments were repeated 5 times to improve the re-
liability of the results. We averaged succeeding 32 values in
each DTS to remove noise. It means computing the temper-
ature averaged for 1,024 milliseconds.

In the core-hopping experiments, an application was moved
between cores after the SAXPY computations completed a
fixed number of iterations. The number of iterations was
varied to determine the sensitivity of the migration interval.
Starting from Core 0, we used 8 cores in a round-robin man-
ner (in ascending order). To uncover the impact of hopping
destination, we evaluated two hopping policies: hop to the
core with the next ID (NEXT-HOP), and hop to the core
with the third ID (THIRD-HOP).

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Table 2 shows peak core and ambient temperature when

Wcpu runs on a single core. A row represents the location of
the work core. The values in each row are the peak core or
ambient temperature averaged for 5 trials. The unit is de-
gree Celsius. Our metrics for core temperature is the arith-
metic average for the 5 DTSs on the core chiplet, to reduce
the effect of calibration error from individual DTS readings.

As shown in the table, a work core shows higher peak tem-
perature than idle cores, but their temperature difference is
not so large. For example, when the application runs on
Core 4, the hottest core (Core 4) shows 56.0 ◦C, while the
coldest core (Core 0) shows 50.2 ◦C, so their temperature
difference is 5.8 ◦C. The temperature difference between the
hottest and the coldest cores is 5.1 ◦C on average. Note that
when the chip is completely idle, the average core tempera-
ture is 48.2 ◦C for an ambient temperature of 23.8 ◦C.

As previously mentioned, core hopping on a POWER5
system achieved up to 5.5 ◦C of temperature reduction[3].
However, Table 2 indicates that there is no room for achiev-
ing such a large temperature reduction on the POWER7 sys-
tem (remember Figure 2. If the difference between Tactive

and Tidle is within 5.1 ◦C, the difference between Tactive and
Tactive′ is much smaller).

Table 2 also indicates that there is small core-to-core vari-
ation in the peak runtime temperature on work cores. For
example, the peak runtime temperature of Core 1 is 54.8 ◦C,
while that of Core 6 is 56.0 ◦C, when running workloads. We
believe that the above difference originates in variation in
the manufacturing process or in DTS calibration, because
all factors to characterize chip temperature (e.g. ambient
temperature, chip power, fan speed, chip voltage, core fre-
quency, etc.) are stable in all trials.

Figure 3 shows the peak runtime temperature of each DTS
on idle and active cores. We measured the peak runtime
temperature on Core 3 and 4 when Wcpu runs on Core 4. As
shown in the figure, the peak runtime temperature on each
DTS is quite different between the active and idle cores. For
example, S1 on Core 3 shows 49.1 ◦C, while S1 on Core 4
shows 60.0 ◦C. Their temperature difference is 10.9 ◦C.

We summarize heat-up speed of cores in Table 3. Each
value in the table represents the time to reach the half of the
final temperature rise for each core. For example, it means
the time to reach 50 ◦C if initial and final peak temperature
on a core is 45 and 55 ◦C, respectively.

This table indicates two important aspects for tempera-
ture rise on cores. First, the temperature on a work core
rises more rapidly than that on an idle core. For exam-
ple, when the application runs on Core 3, the time to reach



Table 2: Peak core and ambient temperature (◦C) in the case that Wcpu runs on a single core. Temperature
of work cores is underlined.

Core 0 Core 1 Core 2 Core 3 Core 4 Core 5 Core 6 Core 7 Ambient
Completely idle 47.6 48.1 48.2 48.4 48.2 48.3 48.4 48.0 23.8
Run on Core 0 55.4 50.9 50.4 50.5 51.0 50.7 51.2 50.4 24.0
Run on Core 1 50.9 54.8 51.2 50.7 50.8 50.7 51.2 50.4 24.0
Run on Core 2 50.4 51.1 55.4 52.1 51.1 50.9 51.6 50.9 24.0
Run on Core 3 50.2 50.6 51.9 55.5 50.7 50.7 51.5 50.8 24.0
Run on Core 4 50.2 50.9 50.2 50.3 56.0 51.2 51.3 50.4 24.0
Run on Core 5 49.7 49.6 49.7 49.8 50.8 54.2 51.0 49.7 23.6
Run on Core 6 49.3 49.5 49.6 49.8 50.0 50.2 54.7 50.2 23.6
Run on Core 7 49.3 49.4 49.8 50.1 50.3 50.0 51.4 54.7 24.0

Table 3: Time (sec) to reach the half of the final temperature rise in the case that Wcpu runs on a single core.
Heat-up speed of work cores is underlined.

Core 0 Core 1 Core 2 Core 3 Core 4 Core 5 Core 6 Core 7
Run on Core 0 115.8 140.5 160.6 164.8 140.4 160.1 187.2 193.8
Run on Core 1 143.1 120.9 165.3 182.1 154.0 171.5 190.1 183.3
Run on Core 2 142.4 148.4 104.7 147.9 136.0 158.0 160.6 179.0
Run on Core 3 139.3 175.3 168.0 97.0 129.7 151.4 154.8 165.8
Run on Core 4 127.2 167.2 143.0 153.9 96.2 123.6 161.4 158.1
Run on Core 5 140.8 113.2 145.3 144.1 121.5 96.0 113.4 120.1
Run on Core 6 170.1 160.2 172.3 172.0 186.1 145.9 119.0 134.2
Run on Core 7 183.4 153.5 177.2 167.0 212.8 176.0 149.0 119.0
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Figure 3: Peak temperature of each DTS on idle
(Core 3) and active (Core 4) cores for Wcpu.

the half of the final temperature rise on Core 3 is 97.0 sec-
onds, while that on Core 1 is 175.3 seconds. That is, Core
3 warms up faster than Core 1 by 1.81 times. Second, an
idle core close to a work core warms up faster than the other
idle cores. For example, when the application runs on Core
4, Core 0 and 5 warm up faster than the other idle cores,
because they are close to Core 4.

Note that some results shown in the table are influenced
by unknown factors. For example, in the case that the ap-
plication runs on Core 3, Core 0 warms up faster than Core
1, but Core 0 is farther from Core 3 (remember Figure 1).
We tried to reason about this phenomenon from some sensor
data, but were not able to do that. While the reason for the
behavior is unknown, the result is repeatable.

Table 4 shows peak core and ambient temperature when
Wmem runs on a single core. The temperature difference
between active and idle cores for Wmem is much smaller
than that for Wcpu. It is 2.2-3.4 ◦C. Thus, it can be expected
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Figure 4: Peak temperature of each DTS on an ac-
tive core (Core 0) for different types of application

that core hopping for Wmem would be also ineffective on a
POWER7 system.

Figure 4 presents the peak runtime temperature of indi-
vidual DTS on an active core. We selected Core 0 as the
measurement core and then run Wmem on it. For the com-
parison purposes, we also denote the peak temperature of
the same DTSs when Wcpu runs on the same core. As shown
in the figure, running Wcpu shows the higher peak runtime
temperature on almost all DTSs. The only exception is S4.
Since Wmem accesses an L3 cache more frequently, running
Wmem shows the higher peak runtime temperature on the
DTS adjacent to an L3 cache bank.

We also evaluated peak core and ambient temperature
when Wcpu runs on two cores. Similar to the result shown in
Table 2, the maximum and averaged temperature difference
are small (6.2 and 5.1 ◦C, respectively). So, we consider
that core hopping under multiple active cores would have
the similar impact to that under a single active core.



Table 4: Peak core and ambient temperature (◦C) in the case that Wmem runs on a single core. Temperature
of work cores is underlined.

Core 0 Core 1 Core 2 Core 3 Core 4 Core 5 Core 6 Core 7 Ambient
Run on Core 0 53.4 51.1 51.4 51.3 51.5 51.0 51.6 50.8 23.4
Run on Core 1 51.2 53.1 51.7 51.8 51.6 51.1 51.7 50.9 23.8
Run on Core 2 50.7 51.1 53.5 52.2 51.6 51.1 51.8 51.0 24.0
Run on Core 3 50.7 51.0 52.0 53.6 51.6 51.1 51.9 51.1 24.0
Run on Core 4 50.4 50.7 50.8 50.7 53.8 51.2 51.6 50.8 24.0
Run on Core 5 52.3 52.4 52.7 52.5 53.4 54.7 53.5 52.4 24.0
Run on Core 6 52.3 52.6 52.9 52.8 53.3 53.1 55.6 52.9 24.8
Run on Core 7 50.3 50.6 50.8 51.1 51.1 50.9 52.0 53.0 23.2

Table 5: Peak core and ambient temperature (◦C) in the case that Wcpu runs with core hopping
Core 0 Core 1 Core 2 Core 3 Core 4 Core 5 Core 6 Core 7 Ambient

Per 25M SAXPY (per 62.8 sec) 53.2 52.8 53.3 53.7 54.6 53.7 54.2 54.1 23.4
Per 2.5M SAXPY (per 4.51 sec) 54.9 54.7 54.8 55.0 55.8 54.6 55.9 54.9 23.4
Per 0.25M SAXPY (per 0.454 sec) 53.6 53.6 54.1 54.0 54.3 53.9 54.8 53.8 23.8
Per 0.025M SAXPY (per 0.0450 sec) 52.9 53.2 53.6 53.4 53.7 53.4 54.1 53.2 24.4
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Figure 5: Time (sec) to reach the half of the final
temperature rise in the case that Wcpu runs on a
single core without/with core hopping

Next, we directly examine the impact of core hopping.
Table 5 shows peak core and ambient temperature when
Wcpu runs on a single core with core hopping. We evaluated
4 core-hopping methods with the following migration inter-
vals: hop per 25M times of SAXPY, hop per 2.5M times
of SAXPY, hop per 0.25M times of SAXPY, and hop per
0.025M times of SAXPY. They correspond to 62.8, 4.51,
0.454 and 0.0450 seconds, respectively. NEXT-HOP policy
was used. Each row represents one core-hopping method
with the migration interval denoted in the leftmost column.

Note that the migration interval with one hop per 25M
times of SAXPY shows 13.9 times of that with one hop per
2.5M times of SAXPY. This is because it is difficult for our
core-hopping implementation to run multiple processes on
a core simultaneously if migration intervals shorten. That
is, four processes do not often run on a core under one hop
per 2.5M or less times of SAXPY. It causes the reduction of
execution time for each process, and then affects migration
intervals. For migrating multiple processes concurrently, an-
other core-hopping implementation is needed.

Table 5 indicates that core hopping has small impact on
the peak runtime temperature on the POWER7 micropro-
cessor, as expected. For example, a core-hopping method

with hop per 0.25M times of SAXPY shows the peak run-
time temperature of 54.8 ◦C on Core 6, while running the
application without core hopping shows the peak runtime
temperature of 54.7 ◦C on this core (see Table 2). On aver-
age, hop per 25M times of SAXPY; 2.5M times of SAXPY;
0.25M times of SAXPY; and 0.025M times of SAXPY re-
duce the peak temperature on a work core by 1.34; 0.013;
1.08; and 1.65 ◦C, respectively. We also evaluated the im-
pact of core hopping by the maximum over the 5 DTSs, but
it was small as well. Four core-hopping schemes reduced
peak runtime temperature by -1.51 to 0.96 ◦C.

It has been expected that the temperature reduction caused
by core hopping could increase as its migration interval short-
ens, but we were not able to observe this phenomenon. We
believe this is due to the heat spreading from the POWER7’s
high quality heatsink. Different from a POWER5 system[3],
the POWER7 system can not benefit from core hopping.

Figure 5 shows the comparison result of heat-up speed of
work cores between five methods: a normal run (i.e. run-
ning the application without core hopping, which is denoted
as “/wo CH”), core hopping per 25M times of SAXPY (“/w
CH per 25M”), core hopping per 2.5M times of SAXPY (“/w
CH per 2.5M”), core hopping per 0.25M times of SAXPY
(“/w CH per 0.25M”), and core hopping per 0.025M times
of SAXPY (“/w CH per 0.025M”). The graph tells us that
core hopping slows heat-up on the work cores. For exam-
ple, the temperature rise of “/w CH per 0.025M” is 1.36
times slower than that of “/wo CH” on average. It means
that core hopping has the capability of controlling transient
state temperature on the POWER7 system. It would be
helpful for widening the application range of some thermal
management techniques like computational sprinting[13].

Note that the heat-up speed of “/w CH per 25M” presents
the huge difference between cores. This is because each core
is used only once in this core-hopping method. Since cores
are used in ascending order, a core with a big number is used
later, compared to a core with a small number. As a result,
the temperature on the former core rises more slowly.

Core hopping may be helpful for reducing the peak run-
time temperature on the POWER7 system if EnergyScale
is turned on. Since EnergyScale upgrades CPU frequency



Table 6: Peak core and ambient temperature (◦C) in the case that Wmem runs with core hopping
Core 0 Core 1 Core 2 Core 3 Core 4 Core 5 Core 6 Core 7 Ambient

Per 12.5K SAXPY (per 53.9 sec) 52.5 52.8 53.9 53.8 55.0 54.9 55.9 55.2 24.2
Per 1.25K SAXPY (per 4.82 sec) 54.3 54.4 54.7 54.5 55.0 54.7 55.3 54.6 23.2
Per 0.125K SAXPY (per 0.498 sec) 55.9 56.0 56.2 56.0 56.5 56.3 56.8 56.2 25.2

Table 7: Peak core and ambient temperature (◦C)
in the case that a real application runs

456.hmmer 429.mcf
Core Ambient Core Ambient

/wo CH 53.4 24.8 53.8 24.2
Per 10 sec 53.5 24.6 54.0 23.8
Per 1 sec 53.5 24.6 53.9 24.4
Per 0.1 sec 53.3 24.6 53.5 24.2

beyond 3.55 GHz when the small number of cores is ac-
tive, the peak runtime temperature on an active core under
EnergyScale becomes much higher. That is, EnergyScale in-
creases the temperature difference between active and idle
cores. It means that taking a break is more beneficial to re-
ducing the peak runtime temperature on a core under Ener-
gyScale. Some additional experiments are needed to uncover
the impact of EnergyScale on core hopping.

The hopping destination did not impact on peak runtime
temperature. In case of THIRD-HOP policy, core-hopping
schemes with various migration intervals reduced peak run-
time temperature by -2.11 to -0.074 ◦C at ambient temper-
ature of 23.4 to 24.4 ◦C.

Table 6 presents peak core and ambient temperature for
Wmem with core hopping. We evaluated three core-hopping
methods with the following migration intervals: hop per
12.5K times of SAXPY, 1.25K times of SAXPY, and 0.125K
times of SAXPY. They correspond to 53.9, 4.82 and 0.498
seconds, respectively. The hopping policy was NEXT-HOP.

The POWER7 system did also not benefit from core hop-
ping for Wmem. On the contrary, the peak core temperature
in Table 6 slightly increased compared to that in Table 4.
For example, the peak temperature on Core 0 with core hop-
ping per 0.125K times of SAXPY is 55.9 ◦C, while the peak
temperature on the core in Table 4 is 53.4 ◦C. This is because
the ambient temperature in the core-hopping experiment is
1.8 ◦C higher than that in the previous experiment.

Table 7 summarizes peak core and ambient temperature
for real applications. Three migration intervals (hop per 10,
1 and 0.1 seconds) were tested. We used NEXT-HOP policy.
As you can see, core hopping for real applications does not
show any temperature reduction. Thus, we conclude that
core hopping has no capability of reducing peak runtime
temperature on the POWER7 system.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper made a thorough analysis of intra-chip temper-

ature on the 8-core POWER7 microprocessor, by using the
built-in DTSs. We observed that core hopping did not re-
sult in significantly reduced temperature for sustained work-
loads. However, we did observe that the time to heat cores
varied with workload location. It is possible that short-lived
computational sprints might make use of this to reduce peak
heating of a single core.
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